CLASS A - LUXURY LIVING ON THE ROAD

Class A motorhomes are the largest and roomiest RVs on the road, typically ranging from 24 ft. to 45 ft. in length, and are either diesel or gas-powered. They offer the maximum amount of living and storage space compared to other models and include additional amenities that will make you feel right at home. These units are luxurious and have ALL the features included in most homes and apartments. Depending on the vehicle, Class A RV amenities can include heating and air-conditioning, king-sized beds, full living rooms with sofas, washers and dryers, televisions, kitchens, refrigerators, and full-sized bathrooms. Some Class A RVs also come with slide outs for additional living space.

CLASS A RVs ARE GREAT FOR...

- **Adventurers** - Many Class A motorhomes have towing capabilities so you can park your RV and easily travel to other nearby national parks or destinations by car. They also have plenty of storage for larger camping items and adventure gear.
- **Families** - Class A motorhomes are great for families and larger groups because they can typically sleep between 5-10 people comfortably - you won't feel squished in a Class A.
- **Couples** - In a Class A, you'll have so much room to stretch out. If you need a little break from your partner, you can also easily find a space for some alone time.
- **Retirees** - There's plenty of room to stretch your legs and once you park your unit for the night, you're good to go - the less maintenance the better.
- **Full-timers** - Storage capacity is huge in Class A units. You can fit everything you would normally have in your house or apartment in this type of RV.
- **Pet lovers** - There's plenty of room for your pup to roam and you can store all of the items your furry friends might need, including their crates, comfortably.

CLASS B - SMALL(ER) BUT MIGHTY

Class B motorhomes are typically referred to as camper vans and are built on a standard full-sized van chassis. These vans aren't your typical minivan - they are larger in size and have extra features and amenities. Class B RVs often include a raised roof so passengers have the ability to walk upright - a huge plus for travelers. Although Class B RVs are smaller in size, they include all the comforts of home. Most include a living area, kitchen, and bathroom - all the necessities you would need on a short trip. Keep in mind that due to their size, Class B motorhomes do not have much storage space as compared to other types of RVs and they are not recommended for more than four people at a time. But, if you're a minimal packer, or you plan on taking shorter trips, a Class B motorhome might be a great fit for your RV needs.

CLASS B RVs ARE GREAT FOR...

- **Adventurers** - Due to their smaller size, Class B units can fit just about anywhere! This includes national parks, campgrounds - most can even fit in a regular-sized parking spot.
- **Couples** - Due to their size, Class Bs are on the smaller end of the RV spectrum, but if you're just traveling with your significant other - these units have all the space you need!
- **Retirees** - They are relatively low maintenance and easy to drive.
- **Full-timers** - Class B's are better on gas mileage than other types of RVs, so you won't spend all of your travel time at the pump.
- **Pet lovers** - You can easily pull over on long road trips to let your pet stretch their legs or have a potty break.

CLASS C - THE HYBRID OF RVs

Class C RVs are motorhomes that fall right in between Class A and Class B RVs. They are built on a truck or van chassis and have an attached cab section that includes a bed compartment. Class C motorhomes are typically easier to drive than the larger Class A models considering they are smaller in size and, as we mentioned previously, are built on a truck chassis. These mid-sized RVs range in size, but most Class C RVs fall in between 20 ft. to 30 ft. in length. If you have ever been inside or driven a moving truck, you'll recognize the feel of a Class C motorhome right away. These units can be very luxurious and include a wide range of amenities like full kitchens, bathrooms, living rooms, cab-over beds, fold-out beds, and more.

CLASS C RVs ARE GREAT FOR...

- **Adventurers** - They have ample storage space for all of your adventure gear.
- **Families** - They can sleep 4 to 8 people comfortably (depending on the model) and have additional storage space for longer trips. Many Class C RVs also include a bunkhouse feature perfect for kids.
- **Retirees** - These units are typically smaller in size and are easy to drive while still including all the comforts of home. Many Class C units also have bunks (along with regular beds) for any grandkids that want to join in on your trip.
- **Full-timers** - They include all of the necessities you'd have at home. Class C RVs are also fuel-efficient as compared to the larger Class A models, so you will make fewer pit stops at the pump while traveling.
- **Pet lovers** - There is plenty of room for your pet to stretch out and you will have room for any additional pet supplies you might need to take with you on the road.

TRAVEL TRAILER - TOW AS YOU GO

A Travel Trailer is an RV that is towed behind a vehicle. They are often known as “campers” and have become increasingly popular choices for RVers because they come in at a lower price point than Class A, B, or C models. Depending on the size of the Travel Trailer, you will typically need an SUV or a truck to properly tow the unit. - you'll want to keep that in mind before buying. Travel Trailers come in a large variety of styles and can be anywhere from 8 to 40 ft. in length. Depending on the specific model, Travel Trailers typically include living spaces, multiple sleeping areas, kitchens, and bathrooms. One of the main benefits of a Travel Trailer is that the unit can be detached from the towing vehicle, so you are free to easily travel to nearby destinations and attractions in your car while your trailer is parked in designated areas. In short - Travel Trailers make exploring an area a breeze.

TRAVEL TRAILERS ARE GREAT FOR...

- **Adventurers** - With travel trailers, you can easily detach from your unit and you can go off and explore nearby destinations.
- **Families** - These units usually include a slide-out feature, allowing the unit to expand for additional living space when stationary.
- **Couples** - You can choose your ideal size and floor plan - as small or as large as you'd like!
- **Retirees** - Travel trailers are a great option if you are looking to explore the possibilities of RVing before buying a larger motorhome.
- **Full-timers** - These towable RVs include all the comforts of home like dinettes, Murphy beds, and many dual-purpose areas like couch to bed conversions to save space.
- **Pet lovers** - You get to stay close to your pet while driving and while parked. Since you can't leave your pet in a trailer while driving, they can enjoy sticking their head out the window until you're parked, then can hop into the trailer to stretch out after the drive.

TOP SEARCHED CLASS A MANUFACTURERS:
- Tiffin Motorhomes
- Fleetwood
- Thor Motor Coach
- Winnebago
- Newmar

TOP SEARCHED CLASS B MANUFACTURERS:
- Winnebago
- Roadtrek
- Airstream
- Pleasure Way
- Coachmen

TOP SEARCHED CLASS C MANUFACTURERS:
- Winnebago
- Thor Motor Coach
- Coachmen
- Jayco
- Forest River

TOP SEARCHED TRAVEL TRAILER MANUFACTURERS:
- Forest River
- Keystone
- Airstream
- Jayco
- Coachmen
A Toy Hauler is a towable travel trailer that features a garage and built-in ramp on the back of the RV or your truck allowing easy access to any toys or adventure gear the owner might be traveling with (ATVs, motorcycles, mountain bikes, etc.). It’s important to note that while Toy Haulers do have a garage in the back, they also include living quarters. They come in a variety of floorplans and typically feature good-sized living areas, kitchens, and sleeping areas. When toys are not in the unit, the extra space usually has dropdown seating for additional living space or the extra space can be used for storage. Some Toy Haulers even feature add on porches when the back door is open.

Toy Haulers eliminate the need to tow any of the larger items you want to take on the road. They are also a great security investment if you are ever worried about leaving any of your toys unattended. In this type of unit, all of your expensive toys are stored inside the RV and are out of sight and locked away.

**TOY HAULERS ARE GREAT FOR...**

- **Adventurers** - These units are ideal for outdoor enthusiasts who travel with a lot of gear
- **Families** - Toy haulers often include large living spaces that are perfect for all different kinds of families and larger groups.
- **Couples** - There is plenty of room for you and your partner and you can convert the garage so you have room for guests
- **Retirees** - You can unhitch when you need to make a quick errand or if you want to explore a nearby destination without towing the unit
- **Full-timers** - Toy haulers have a variety of floor plans and sizes that can accommodate your full-time needs - plus ample storage space on the road

**FIFTH WHEEL - A TRUCK’S BEST FRIEND**

A Fifth Wheel trailer is a large RV that is towed by a pick-up truck. If you’re considering a Fifth Wheel, keep in mind you will need to have a vehicle capable of towing this type of unit. Fifth Wheels require a specific type of hitch depending on if you have a long bed or short bed truck. One of the great benefits of a Fifth Wheel Trailer is that you can easily park your trailer and disconnect from your truck; this specific feature is a huge plus for travelers as the larger Class A units can be harder to maneuver, especially in national parks and through smaller towns. Although Fifth Wheels are considered trailers, they don’t lack in space or size. Each manufacturer has a variety of floor plans - most include full-sized kitchens, master bedrooms, sleeping areas, living rooms, ample storage space, and bathrooms. Many Fifth Wheels Trailers also have slide outs, where the walls of the vehicle extend when parked to create more living space while the unit is parked. While it might be surprising, most Fifth Wheels are actually bigger than many motorhomes due to the slide out feature.

**FIFTH WHEELS ARE GREAT FOR...**

- **Adventurers** - You can easily park your trailer and disconnect your truck if you’d like to go off the beaten path and explore the nearest travel destinations without the unit attached
- **Families** - Most fifth wheels are actually bigger than many motorhomes due to the slide-out feature - this means plenty of space for the whole family
- **Retirees** - The type of hitch the fifth wheel uses distributes weight better than most travel trailers, making it easier and smoother to drive
- **Full-timers** - They have just about everything a normal house would have - the only thing you have to worry about is getting to your next destination
- **Pet lovers** - Some fifth wheel models include pet beds and pull out pet dishes

**TOP SEARCHED TOY HAULER MANUFACTURERS:**

- Forest River
- Keystone
- Heartland
- Eclipse Recreational Vehicles
- Grand Design

**TOP SEARCHED FIFTH WHEEL MANUFACTURERS:**

- Keystone
- Forest River
- Grand Design
- Heartland
- Jayco
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www.rvtrader.com